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(57) ABSTRACT 

A Surgical instrument includes a body, a shaft, and an end 
effector. The shaft extends distally from the body. The end 
effector is located at a distal end of the shaft. The end effector 
includes an active feature configured to operate on tissue. The 
body includes a drive feature operable to drive the active 
feature of the end effector. The body is operable to selectively 
couple with a variety of power sources such that the drive 
feature may receive electrical powerform a battery or from a 
corded power source, based on a user's preference. The body 
may include a handpiece that has a Socket configured to 
receive a battery or cable adapter. The body may removably 
receive various kinds of shaft assemblies to provide various 
operating modalities. The shaft assemblies may include user 
interface features. 
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SURGICAL INSTRUMENT WITH 
SELECTABLE INTEGRAL, OR EXTERNAL 

POWER SOURCE 

PRIORITY 

0001. This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional 
Pat. App. No. 61/755,607, entitled “Surgical Instrument with 
Selectable Integral or External Power Source.” filed Jan. 23, 
2013, the disclosure of which is incorporated by reference 
herein. 

BACKGROUND 

0002. A variety of surgical instruments rely at least in part 
on electrical power to operate. Examples of such instruments 
include some versions of Surgical stapling and cutting instru 
ments, ultrasonic Surgical instruments, and electroSurgical 
instruments. An example of an electrically powered Surgical 
stapling and cutting instrument is the ECHELON FLEXTM 
Powered ENDOPATHR Stapler by Ethicon Endo-Surgery, 
Inc. of Cincinnati, Ohio. Further examples of such devices 
and related concepts are disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 7,416,101 
entitled “Motor-Driven Surgical Cutting and Fastening 
Instrument with Loading Force Feedback, issued Aug. 26, 
2008, the disclosure of which is incorporated by reference 
herein; U.S. Pub. No. 2009/0209990 entitled “Motorized Sur 
gical Cutting and Fastening Instrument Having Handle Based 
Power Source.” published Aug. 20, 2009, the disclosure of 
which is incorporated by reference herein; U.S. Pub. No. 
2012/0239012, entitled “Motor-Driven Surgical Cutting 
Instrument with Electric Actuator Directional Control 
Assembly.” published Sep. 20, 2012, the disclosure of which 
is incorporated by reference herein; and U.S. pat. app. Ser. 
No. 13/716,308, entitled “Circular Stapler with Selectable 
Motorized and Manual Control, filed Dec. 17, 2012, the 
disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein. 
0003. Examples of ultrasonic surgical instruments include 
the HARMONICACER) Ultrasonic Shears, the HARMONIC 
FOCUS(R) Ultrasonic Shears, and the HARMONIC SYN 
ERGYR Ultrasonic Blades, all by Ethicon Endo-Surgery, 
Inc. of Cincinnati, Ohio. Further examples of such devices 
and related concepts are disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,322,055 
entitled “Clamp Coagulator/Cutting System for Ultrasonic 
Surgical Instruments.’’ issued Jun. 21, 1994, the disclosure of 
which is incorporated by reference herein; U.S. Pat. No. 
5,873,873 entitled “Ultrasonic Clamp Coagulator Apparatus 
Having Improved Clamp Mechanism,” issued Feb. 23, 1999, 
the disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein; 
U.S. Pat. No. 5,980,510, entitled “Ultrasonic Clamp Coagul 
lator Apparatus Having Improved Clamp Arm Pivot Mount.” 
filed Oct. 10, 1997, the disclosure of which is incorporated by 
reference herein; U.S. Pat. No. 6,325,811 entitled “Blades 
with Functional Balance Asymmetries for use with Ultra 
sonic Surgical Instruments.’’ issued Dec. 4, 2001, the disclo 
sure of which is incorporated by reference herein; U.S. Pat. 
No. 6,783,524, entitled “Robotic Surgical Tool with Ultra 
Sound Cauterizing and Cutting Instrument issued Aug. 31. 
2004; U.S. Pub. No. 2006/0079874 entitled “Tissue Pad for 
Use with an Ultrasonic Surgical Instrument.” published Apr. 
13, 2006, the disclosure of which is incorporated by reference 
herein; U.S. Pub. No. 2007/0191713 entitled “Ultrasonic 
Device for Cutting and Coagulating.” published Aug. 16. 
2007, the disclosure of which is incorporated by reference 
herein; U.S. Pub. No. 2007/0282333 entitled “Ultrasonic 
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Waveguide and Blade.” published Dec. 6, 2007, the disclo 
sure of which is incorporated by reference herein; U.S. Pub. 
No. 2008/0200940 entitled “Ultrasonic Device for Cutting 
and Coagulating published Aug. 21, 2008, the disclosure of 
which is incorporated by reference herein; U.S. Pub. No. 
2010/0069940 entitled “Ultrasonic Device for Fingertip Con 
trol.” published Mar. 18, 2010, the disclosure of which is 
incorporated by reference herein; U.S. Pub. No. 2011/ 
0015660, entitled “Rotating Transducer Mount for Ultrasonic 
Surgical Instruments.” published Jan. 20, 2011, the disclosure 
of which is incorporated by reference herein; and. Addition 
ally, some of the foregoing Surgical tools may include a cord 
less transducer such as that disclosed in U.S. Pub. No. 2012/ 
0112687, entitled “Recharge System for Medical Devices.” 
published May 10, 2012, the disclosure of which is incorpo 
rated by reference herein; U.S. Pub. No. 2012/01 16265, 
entitled “Surgical Instrument with Charging Devices.” pub 
lished May 10, 2012, the disclosure of which is incorporated 
by reference herein; and/or U.S. Pat. App. No. 61/410,603, 
filed Nov. 5, 2010, entitled “Energy-Based Surgical Instru 
ments, the disclosure of which is incorporated by reference 
herein. 

0004. A variety of electrosurgical instruments include a 
tissue cutting element and one or more elements that transmit 
RF energy to tissue (e.g., to coagulate or seal the tissue). An 
example of such a device is the ENSEAL(R) Tissue Sealing 
Device by Ethicon Endo-Surgery, Inc., of Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Further examples of Such devices and related concepts are 
disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 6,500,176 entitled “Electrosurgical 
Systems and Techniques for Sealing Tissue.” issued Dec. 31, 
2002, the disclosure of which is incorporated by reference 
herein; U.S. Pat. No. 7,112.201 entitled “Electrosurgical 
Instrument and Method of Use issued Sep. 26, 2006, the 
disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein; U.S. 
Pat. No. 7,125,409, entitled “Electrosurgical Working End for 
Controlled Energy Delivery issued Oct. 24, 2006, the dis 
closure of which is incorporated by reference herein; U.S. 
Pat. No. 7,169,146 entitled “Electrosurgical Probe and 
Method of Use issued Jan. 30, 2007, the disclosure of which 
is incorporated by reference herein; U.S. Pat. No. 7,186.253, 
entitled “Electrosurgical Jaw Structure for Controlled Energy 
Delivery, issued Mar. 6, 2007, the disclosure of which is 
incorporated by reference herein; U.S. Pat. No. 7,189,233, 
entitled “Electrosurgical Instrument, issued Mar. 13, 2007, 
the disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein; 
U.S. Pat. No. 7,220,951, entitled “Surgical Sealing Surfaces 
and Methods of Use issued May 22, 2007, the disclosure of 
which is incorporated by reference herein; U.S. Pat. No. 
7.309,849, entitled “Polymer Compositions Exhibiting a 
PTC Property and Methods of Fabrication,” issued Dec. 18, 
2007, the disclosure of which is incorporated by reference 
herein; U.S. Pat. No. 7,311,709, entitled “Electrosurgical 
Instrument and Method of Use issued Dec. 25, 2007, the 
disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein; U.S. 
Pat. No. 7.354,440, entitled “Electrosurgical Instrument and 
Method of Use issued Apr. 8, 2008, the disclosure of which 
is incorporated by reference herein; U.S. Pat. No. 7,381,209, 
entitled “Electrosurgical Instrument issued Jun. 3, 2008, the 
disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein. 
0005 Additional examples of electrosurgical cutting 
instruments and related concepts are disclosed in U.S. Pub. 
No. 2011/0087218, entitled “Surgical Instrument Compris 
ing First and Second Drive Systems Actuatable by a Common 
Trigger Mechanism.” published Apr. 14, 2011, the disclosure 
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of which is incorporated by reference herein; U.S. Pub. No. 
2012/0116379, entitled “Motor Driven Electrosurgical 
Device with Mechanical and Electrical Feedback.” published 
May 10, 2012, the disclosure of which is incorporated by 
reference herein; U.S. Pub. No. 2012/0078243, entitled 
“Control Features for Articulating Surgical Device.” pub 
lished Mar. 29, 2012, the disclosure of which is incorporated 
by reference herein; U.S. Pub. No. 2012/0078247, entitled 
“Articulation Joint Features for Articulating Surgical 
Device.” published Mar. 29, 2012, the disclosure of which is 
incorporated by reference herein; U.S. Pat. App. No. 13/622, 
729, entitled “Surgical Instrument with Multi-Phase Trigger 
Bias, filed Sep. 19, 2012, the disclosure of which is incor 
porated by reference herein; U.S. Pat. App. No. 13/622,735, 
entitled “Surgical Instrument with Contained Dual Helix 
Actuator Assembly, filed Sep. 19, 2012, the disclosure of 
which is incorporated by reference herein; and U.S. Pat. App. 
No. 13/658,784, entitled “Litz Wire Battery Powered 
Device filed Oct. 23, 2012, the disclosure of which is incor 
porated by reference herein. 
0006 While several electrically powered surgical instru 
ments have been made and used, it is believed that no one 
prior to the inventor(s) has made or used the invention 
described herein and in any claims appended hereto. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0007 While the specification concludes with claims 
which particularly point out and distinctly claim this technol 
ogy, it is believed this technology will be better understood 
from the following description of certain examples taken in 
conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which like 
reference numerals identify the same elements and in which: 
0008 FIG. 1 depicts a block schematic view of an exem 
plary Surgical instrument with interchangeable power Source 
options; 
0009 FIG.2 depicts an electrical schematic view of exem 
plary circuitry that may be incorporated into the corded power 
source option of FIG. 1; 
0010 FIG. 3 depicts a perspective view of an exemplary 
Surgical stapling instrument with a battery inserted in the 
handpiece; 
0011 FIG. 4 depicts a perspective view of the stapling 
instrument of FIG. 3, with the battery removed from the 
handpiece; 
0012 FIG. 5 depicts a perspective view of the stapling 
instrument of FIG.3, with a corded power adapter positioned 
for insertion in the handpiece; 
0013 FIG. 6 depicts a perspective view of an exemplary 
ultrasonic Surgical instrument handpiece, with a battery pos 
tioned for insertion in the handpiece via a sterile interface 
component; 
0014 FIG. 7 depicts a side cross-sectional view of the 
sterile interface component of FIG. 16; 
0015 FIG. 8 depicts a perspective view of the ultransonic 
surgical instrument of FIG. 6, with a corded power adapter 
postioned for insertion in the handpiece via the sterile inter 
face component; 
0016 FIG. 9 depicts a side view of another exemplary 
ultrasonic Surgical instrument handpiece, including a remov 
able grip portion; 
0017 FIG. 10 depicts a side view of yet another exemplary 
ultrasonic Surgical instrument handpiece including a remov 
able grip portion; 
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0018 FIG. 11 depicts a block schematic view of an exem 
plary Surgical instrument with an integral power source and a 
Supplemental power cord; 
0019 FIG. 12 depicts a side view of an exemplary ultra 
Sonic Surgical instrument handpiece, including an integral 
power source and a Supplemental power cord positioned for 
coupling with the handpiece; 
0020 FIG. 13 depicts a block schematic view of an exem 
plary alternative plug assembly: 
0021 FIG. 14 depicts a side elevational view of an exem 
plary handpiece configured to receive a modular shaft assem 
bly: 
0022 FIG. 15 depicts a side elevational view of an exem 
plary shaft assembly configured to couple with the handpice 
of FIG. 14; 
0023 FIG. 16 depicts a side elevational view of another 
exemplary shaft assembly configured to couple with the 
handpice of FIG. 14; 
0024 FIG. 17 depicts a side elevational view of another 
exemplary shaft assembly configured to couple with the 
handpice of FIG. 14; 
(0025 FIG. 18 depicts a side elevational view of another 
exemplary handpiece configured to receive a modular shaft 
assembly; 
0026 FIG. 19 depicts a perspective view of an exemplary 
shaft assembly configured to couple with the handpice of 
FIG. 18; 
0027 FIG. 20 depicts a perspective view of another exem 
plary shaft assembly configured to couple with the handpice 
of FIGS. 18: 
0028 FIG. 21 depicts a side elevational view of another 
exemplary handpiece configured to receive a modular shaft 
assembly; 
0029 FIG. 22 depicts a side elevational view of an exem 
plary shaft assembly configured to couple with the handpice 
of FIG. 21; 
0030 FIG. 23 depicts a side elevational view of another 
exemplary shaft assembly configured to couple with the 
handpice of FIG. 21; and 
0031 FIG. 24 depicts a side elevational view of another 
exemplary shaft assembly configured to couple with the 
handpice of FIG. 21. 
0032. The drawings are not intended to be limiting in any 
way, and it is contemplated that various embodiments of the 
technology may be carried out in a variety of other ways, 
including those not necessarily depicted in the drawings. The 
accompanying drawings incorporated in and forming apart of 
the specification illustrate several aspects of the present tech 
nology, and together with the description serve to explain the 
principles of the technology; it being understood, however, 
that this technology is not limited to the precise arrangements 
shown. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0033. The following description of certain examples of the 
technology should not be used to limit its scope. Other 
examples, features, aspects, embodiments, and advantages of 
the technology will become apparent to those skilled in the art 
from the following description, which is by way of illustra 
tion, one of the best modes contemplated for carrying out the 
technology. As will be realized, the technology described 
herein is capable of other different and obvious aspects, all 
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without departing from the technology. Accordingly, the 
drawings and descriptions should be regarded as illustrative 
in nature and not restrictive. 

0034. It is further understood that any one or more of the 
teachings, expressions, embodiments, examples, etc. 
described herein may be combined with any one or more of 
the other teachings, expressions, embodiments, examples, 
etc. that are described herein. The following-described teach 
ings, expressions, embodiments, examples, etc. should there 
fore not be viewed in isolation relative to each other. Various 
Suitable ways in which the teachings herein may be combined 
will be readily apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art in 
view of the teachings herein. Such modifications and varia 
tions are intended to be included within the scope of the 
claims. 
I. Exemplary Surgical Instrument with Interchangeable 
Power Source Options 
0035. Those of ordinary skill in the art will recognize that 
battery powered devices may present their own advantages 
and disadvantages; while corded devices may present a dif 
ferent set of advantages and disadvantages. It may therefore 
be desirable in some instances to provide a device that is 
capable of providing the desired advantages of battery power 
or corded power, or perhaps avoiding disadvantages of bat 
tery power or corded power, based on the particular circum 
stances at hand. FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary Surgical 
instrument (10) that is capable of operating on battery power 
or corded power, as selected by the operator. Surgical instru 
ment (10) of this example includes a control module (12), an 
end effector (14), a sensor (16), a user input (18), and a power 
socket (20). End effector (14), sensor (16), user input (18), 
and power Socket (20) are all in communication with control 
module (12) via wires (22). Control module (12) is thus 
operable to receive inputs (e.g., power, data, etc.) from end 
effector (14), sensor (16), user input (18), and/or power 
socket (20); and to drive end effector (14) based on one or 
more control algorithms and based on input received from 
sensor (16) and/or user input (18). Control module (12) may 
comprise a microprocessor, an application specific integrated 
circuit (ASIC), memory, a printed circuit board (PCB), a 
storage device (Such as a Solid state drive or hard disk), 
firmware, Software, and/or various other Suitable components 
as will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art in view 
of the teachings herein. Wires (22) may comprise any suitable 
conventional wiring, traces in rigid circuit boards or flexible 
circuits, and/or any other Suitable components that are oper 
able to communicate electrical power and/or data/signals. 
0036) End effector (14) may include a variety of features 
that are operable to manipulate tissue. By way of example 
only, end effector (14) may include one or more movablejaws 
that are operable to grasp tissue, a tissue cutting feature (e.g., 
translating knife blade), a set of staples and Staple drivers 
operable to sever tissue, an ultrasonic blade operable to dena 
ture proteins in tissue by applying ultrasonic energy to the 
tissue, one or more electrodes operable to provide RF energy 
(e.g., bipolar or monopolar) to tissue, and/or any other Suit 
able features as will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in 
the artin view of the teachings herein. End effector (14) of this 
example comprises an active feature. Such as an ultrasonic 
blade, a pair of clamping jaws, a sharp knife, a staple driving 
assembly, a monopolar RF electrode, a pair of bipolar RF 
electrodes, a thermal heating element, and/or various other 
components that may be driven by electrical power. In some 
instances, end effector (14) is removable from the rest of 
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Surgical instrument (10) for servicing, testing, replacement, 
or any other purpose as will be apparent to one of ordinary 
skill in the artin view of the teachings herein. It should also be 
understood that Surgical instrument (10) may be configured to 
accept various kinds of end effectors (14) to perform different 
kinds of activities. For instance, Surgical instrument (10) may 
accept a removable stapling end effector (14), which may be 
removed and replaced with an electrosurgical end effector 
(14), which may be removed and replaced with an ultrasonic 
end effector (14), and so on. 
0037. Sensor (16) of the present example is operable to 
provide a variety of information to control module (12) dur 
ing a procedure. By way of example only, such configurations 
may include sensing a temperature at end effector (14) or 
determining the oscillation rate of end effector (14). Data 
from sensor (16) may be processed by control module (12) to 
effect the delivery of power to end effector (14) (e.g., in a 
feedback loop, etc.). Various other configurations of sensor 
(16) may be provided depending upon the purpose of surgical 
instrument (10) as will be apparent to those of ordinary skill 
in the art in view of the teachings herein. Various suitable uses 
for sensor (16) and various forms that sensor (16) may take 
will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art in view of 
the teachings herein. Of course, as with other components 
described herein, Surgical instrument (10) may have more 
than one sensor (16); or sensor (16) may simply be omitted if 
desired. 
0038 Trigger (18) may be configured to selectively pro 
vide power from the selected power source (40, 60) to end 
effector (14) (and/or to some other component of Surgical 
instrument (10)) to activate surgical instrument (10) when 
performing a procedure. By way of example only, trigger (18) 
may comprise one or more pushbuttons, one or more pivoting 
triggers, one or more sliders, one or more knobs, and/or 
variations and combinations thereof. Other suitable forms 
that trigger (18) may take will be apparent to those of ordinary 
skill in the art in view of the teachings herein. 
0039 Power socket (20) is operable to removably receive 
a power source (40, 50) and thereby power control module 
(12) and end effector (14). In particular, power socket (20) is 
operable to removably receive either a battery (40) or a plug 
(50). Power socket (20) may include electrical contacts, 
inductive coupling features, capacitive coupling features, 
and/or any other suitable type(s) of features that are operable 
to communicate power from power source (40,50) to control 
module (12) when power source (40,50) is fully coupled with 
power socket (20). Battery (40) may comprise a pack of one 
or more NiMH batteries, Li-ion batteries (e.g., prismatic cell 
type lithium ion batteries, etc.), Ni-Cadbatteries, or any other 
type of portable power Source as may be apparent to one of 
ordinary skill in the artin light of the teachings herein. Battery 
(40) may be rechargeable or not, as desired. When coupled 
with power socket (20), battery (40) is operable to provide 
enough power to control module (12) and end effector (14) to 
performat least part of a Surgical procedure using an activated 
component of end effector (14). 
0040 Plug (50) of the present example is coupled with an 
integral cable (52), which is further removably coupled with 
a generator (60). Plug (50) and cable (52) may be provided as 
disposable components or as reusable, sterilizable compo 
nents. Generator (60) may be coupled with a conventional AC 
wall outlet (not shown) and is operable to convert power from 
a conventional AC wall outlet into power suited for use in 
Surgical instrument (10). In some versions, generator (60) 
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comprises a G 11 Generator by Ethicon Endo-Surgery, Inc. of 
Cincinnati, Ohio. Generator (60) may be operable to vary its 
power output mode based on whether Surgical instrument 
(10) is an ultrasonic Surgical instrument, an electroSurgical 
instrument, etc. Variations in power output mode may be 
manually selected by the operator; or may be automatically 
selected by generator (60) sensing the type of instrument that 
is coupled with generator (60). By way of example only, 
generator (60) may be constructed in accordance with at least 
some of the teachings of U.S. Pub. No. 2011/0015631, 
entitled “Electrosurgery Generator for Ultrasonic Surgical 
Instruments.” published Jan. 20, 2011, the disclosure of 
which is incorporated by reference herein; U.S. Pub. No. 
2011/0087212, entitled “Surgical Generator for Ultrasonic 
and Electrosurgical Devices.” published Apr. 14, 2011, the 
disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein; and/ 
or U.S. Pub. No. 2011/0087256, entitled “Surgical Generator 
for Ultrasonic and Electrosurgical Devices.” published Apr. 
14, 2011, the disclosure of which is incorporated by reference 
herein. In the present example, generator (60) is operable to 
communicate electrical power through cable (52) to plug 
(50), to thereby power surgical instrument (10). 
0041. It should also be understood that cable (52) and plug 
(50) may be further operable to provide unidirectional or 
bidirectional communication of data and/or commands, etc. 
between surgical instrument (10) and generator (60). By way 
of example only, data may be communicated through cable 
(52) and plug (50) in accordance with at least some of the 
teachings of U.S. Pub. No. 2012/0116367, entitled “Medical 
Device Usage Data Processing.” published May 10, 2012, the 
disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein. In 
addition or on the alternative, such data may include Software/ 
firmware upgrades for one or more components of instru 
ments (10); data used to provide authentication of instrument 
(10), plug (50), and/or generator (60); usage tracking data; 
auto-configuration data to tailor performance of instrument 
(10) based on the particular operator using instrument (10); 
data representing events stored on instrument (10); data cap 
tured in real time during use of instrument (10) (e.g., tem 
perature, tissue impedance, etc.); and/or various other kinds 
of data. In versions where operability of instrument (10) is 
tailored based on the particular operator using instrument, 
Such tailoring may be provided in accordance with at least 
some of the teachings of U.S. pat. app. Ser. No. 13/426,760, 
entitled “Method and Apparatus for Programming Modular 
Surgical Instrument, filed Mar. 22, 2012, the disclosure of 
which is incorporated by reference herein. It should also be 
understood that generator (60) may be capable of performing 
diagnostics on instrument (10) via cable (52) and plug (50). 
0042. In addition or in the alternative to being provided 
through cable (52) and plug (50), at least some of the above 
described data communication functionality may be provided 
wirelessly between instrument (10) and generator (60); and/ 
or between instrument (10) and some other piece of equip 
ment. By way of example only, Such wireless communication 
may be provided using a Bluetooth protocol, a Zigbee proto 
col, Some other protocol, or even some other modality (e.g., 
non-RF wireless communication, etc.). Such wireless com 
munication may be provided when instrument (10) is coupled 
with battery (40); and in some instances even when instru 
ment (10) is coupled with plug (50) and cable (52). While the 
above-described example includes data communication 
between instrument (10) and generator (60), it should be 
understood that data may be communicated between instru 
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ment (10) and some other piece of equipment, wirelessly or 
via wire, in addition to or in lieu of being communicated 
between instrument (10) and generator (60). By way of 
example only, data may be communicated from instrument 
(10) to a laparoscopic camera display. Other types of equip 
ment that instrument (10) may communicate with will be 
apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art in view of the 
teachings herein. 
0043 Generator (60) may also be capable of providing 
user feedback (e.g., audible tones, lights, graphical/textual 
messages, etc.) that instrument (10) might otherwise beinca 
pable of providing when instrument (10) is driven by battery 
(40). Such user feedback at generator (60) may be driven by 
data received through cable (52) and plug (50). For instance, 
the user feedback may indicate when end effector (14) is 
being activated, when a cycle has completed, when a timer 
has run, when there is an alert condition, instructions for 
setup, troubleshooting, the longitudinal position of a translat 
ing knife in end effector (14), the thickness of tissue clamped 
between jaws of end effector (14), etc. Some versions of 
instrument (10) may be configured to provide user feedback 
through instrument itself (10). For instance, instrument (10) 
may provide user feedback in accordance with at least some 
of the teachings of U.S. Pub. No. 2012/0116364, entitled 
“User Feedback through Handpiece of Surgical Instrument.” 
published May 10, 2012, the disclosure of which is incorpo 
rated by reference herein and/or U.S. Pub. No. 2012/ 
0116267, entitled “User Feedback trough End Effector of 
Surgical Instrument,” published May 10, 2012, the disclosure 
of which is incorporated by reference herein. Even in 
instances where instrument (10) is capable of providing user 
feedback on its own, such user feedback features of instru 
ment (10) may be bypassed in favor of providing the user 
feedback through generator (60) when instrument (10) is 
coupled with generator (60) via cable (52) and plug (50). 
Alternatively, user feedback provided through generator (60) 
may supplement user feedback provided through instrument 
(10). 
0044. In some versions, instrument (10) communicates 
data (e.g., tissue impedance, other electroSurgical perfor 
mance data, etc.) to generator (60) and/or to Some other Smart 
receiver; and then the generator (60) and/or other smart 
receiver communicates information back to instrument (10) 
to instruct instrument (10) to output certain user feedback. 
Thus, even in instances where instrument (10) itself provides 
user feedback, such user feedback may be driven at least in 
part by instructions from generator (60), with Such instruc 
tions being based at least in part by data communicated from 
instrument (10) to generator (60). The data from instrument 
(10) to generator (60) and/or the user feedback commands 
from generator (60) to instrument (10) may be communicated 
via cable (52) and plug (50) and/or otherwise. 
0045. It should also be understood that instrument (10) 
may communicate data wirelessly to generator (60) to pro 
vide the user feedback through generator (60). Again, Such 
wireless communication may be provided using a Bluetooth 
protocol, a Zigbee protocol, some other protocol, or even 
Some other modality (e.g., non-RF wireless communication, 
etc.). Such wireless communication may also be provided 
when instrument (10) is coupled with battery (40); and in 
some instances even when instrument (10) is coupled with 
plug (50) and cable (52). 
0046 While the above-described example includes data 
communication between instrument (10) and generator (60) 
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for providing user feedback, it should be understood that data 
may be communicated between instrument (10) and some 
other piece of equipment, wirelessly or via wire, in addition to 
or in lieu of being communicated between instrument (10) 
and generator (60), to provide user feedback. By way of 
example only, data may be communicated from instrument 
(10) to a laparoscopic camera display, wirelessly or via wire, 
Such that the laparoscopic camera display may provide 
audible and/or visual feedback to the user based on data from 
instrument (10). As yet another merely illustrative variation, 
data from instrument (10) may be relayed from generator (60) 
to another piece of equipment (e.g., a laparoscopic camera 
display), with any suitable combination of wires or wireless 
technology to provide communication between links in the 
chain of communication. As still another merely illustrative 
example, data may be relayed to a server in accordance with 
at least some of the teachings of U.S. pat. app. Ser. No. 
13/426,792, entitled “Surgical Instrument Usage Data Man 
agement, filed Mar. 22, 2012, the disclosure of which is 
incorporated by reference herein. 
0047 Those of ordinary skill in the art will recognize that 
the above-described wireless communication examples may 
be carried out in numerous ways. By way of example only, 
wireless communication may be carried out in accordance 
with at least some of the teachings of U.S. Pub. No. 2012/ 
0116381, entitled “Surgical Instrument with Charging Sta 
tion and Wireless Communication.” published May 10, 2012, 
the disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein; 
and/or U.S. Pub. No. 2012/0116365, entitled “Surgical 
Instrument Safety Glasses.” published May 10, 2012, the 
disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein. Other 
suitable ways in which the above-described wireless commu 
nication examples may be carried out will be apparent to 
those of ordinary skill in the art in view of the teachings 
herein. 

0048 While cable (52) and plug (50) are integral in the 
present example, these components may be separable in some 
other versions. For instance, in some versions cable (52) may 
comprise a conventional cable that is typically used with 
generator (60); and plug (50) may be provided as an adapter 
that cable (52) plugs into. As another merely illustrative 
example, cable (52) may comprise a conventional power Sup 
ply cable that plugs directly into a standard AC wall outlet, 
with plug (50) being an adapter that removably couples with 
the other end of cable (52). Similarly, regardless of whether 
cable (52) and plug (50) are integral, the opposite end of cable 
(52) may include one or more removable adapters that enable 
cable (52) to be selectively plugged into either generator (60) 
ora standard AC wall outlet. For instance, the power receiving 
end of cable (52) may include an integral plug that is config 
ured to plug directly into a standard AC wall outlet, and an 
adapter may be coupled with this plug to enable the power 
receiving end of cable (52) to be plugged into generator (60). 
Alternatively, the power receiving end of cable (52) may 
include an integral plug that is configured to plug directly into 
generator, and an adapter may be coupled with this plug to 
enable the power receiving end of cable (52) to be plugged 
into a standard AC wall outlet. In versions where cable (52) is 
operable to plug into a standard AC wall outlet (with or 
without an adapter), cable (52) and/or plug (50) may include 
patient isolation circuitry in order to comply with medical 
electrical equipment standards (e.g., standard ICE 60601-1). 
0049. As yet another merely illustrative variation, the end 
of cable (52) that couples directly with instrument (10) may 
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include a plurality of plugs (50) (or adapters) to choose from, 
with each plug (50) (or adapter) being associated with a 
particular Surgical modality (e.g., electroSurgery, ultrasonic 
Surgery, Surgical stapling, etc.); and/or a particular Sub-mo 
dality (e.g., bipolar electroSurgery versus monopolar electro 
Surgery, high energy ultrasonic Surgery versus low energy 
ultrasonic Surgery, etc.). Some versions of instrument (10) 
may be configured to operate in more than one Surgical 
modality and/or Sub-modality. In some Such versions, instru 
ment (10) may sense the modality and/or sub-modality asso 
ciated with a selected plug (50) (or adapter), and may thereby 
automatically configure itself to operate in that particular 
modality/sub-modality. Various suitable ways in which such 
functionality may be carried out will be apparent to those of 
ordinary skill in the art in view of the teachings herein. Simi 
larly, other suitable configurations for plug (50) and cable 
(52), including other suitable relationships between plug (50) 
and cable (52), will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in 
the art in view of the teachings herein. 
0050. Some versions of generator (60) may include a 
mode where generator provides a constant AC current as an 
output. Instrument (10) may be configured to operate based 
on DC power, such that an AC output of generator (60) would 
need to be rectified. Plug (50) is operable to convert such AC 
power output from generator (60) into DC power having a 
profile with parameters Suitable for driving Surgical instru 
ment (10). In particular, plug (50) includes a circuit (70) that 
provides rectification of the AC power output of generator 
(60) as described in greater detail below. In versions where 
generator (60) is capable of providing additional modes of 
electrical output other than a simple, constant AC current, the 
user may manually select the mode where generator (60) will 
provide the simple, constant AC current when the user 
couples cable (52) with generator (60). Alternatively, the end 
of cable (52) that plugs into generator (60) may include an 
EEPROM and/or other feature that is recognized by generator 
(60), such that generator (60) automatically selects the con 
stant AC current output mode when cable (52) is plugged into 
generator (60). 
0051. As shown in FIG. 2, circuit (70) of the present 
example includes a pair of inputs (72, 74) leading from cable 
(52) to a toroid transformer (76), which then leads to a set of 
four diodes (78). Diodes (78) are further coupled with a pair 
of capacitors (80, 82) in parallel, including a filter capacitor 
(80) and a decoupling capacitor (82). In further parallel with 
capacitors (80, 82) is a series including a current limiting 
resistor (84) and an LED (86). Circuit (70) terminates at a pair 
of outputs (90.92), which are coupled with control module 
(12) when plug (50) is fully coupled with power socket (20). 
Of course, the foregoing components and arrangement for 
circuit (70) are merely exemplary. Various other suitable 
components and configurations that may be used for circuit 
(70) will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art in 
view of the teachings herein. Circuit (70) of the present 
example provides an output of approximately 12VDC at 
approximately 6 amps, though it should be understood that 
circuit (70) may instead output power having any other Suit 
able power profile. 
0052 While circuit (70) is located in plug (50) in the 
present example, it should be understood that at least some 
components of circuit (70) (if not all components of circuit 
(70)) may be located elsewhere. By way of example only, at 
least some components of circuit (70) may be located in a 
module located anywhere along the length of cable (52). In 
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addition or in the alternative, at least some components of 
circuit (70) may be located in a plug (not shown) at the 
opposite end of cable (52), which is received in a socket (not 
shown) of generator (60). In addition or in the alternative, at 
least some components of circuit (70) may be located in 
Surgical instrument (10). 
0053. It should be understood that generator (60) may only 
provide driving power to the circuitry in plug (50) on demand, 
such that instrument (10) does not actually receive driving 
power in the absence of user input (18) being actuated. The 
circuitry in plug (50) and instrument (10) may nevertheless 
receive enough power to recognize when user input (18) is 
being actuated. Thus, when user input (18) is in fact actuated, 
the circuitry in plug (50) may send an activation signal to 
generator (60), which may then provide the driving power to 
plug (50) and instrument (10) in response to that activation 
signal. When the operator releases user input (18) or when 
circuitry otherwise recognizes an idle state, the circuitry in 
plug (50) may send an idle signal to generator (60), which 
may then return to an idle mode in response to that idle signal. 
0054. It should also be understood that circuit (70) may be 
modified such that cable (52) may be plugged directly into a 
conventional AC wall outlet, such that generator (60) may 
simply be omitted if desired. In other words, cable (52) and 
plug (50) may be capable of providing suitable power to 
instrument (10) by simply plugging cable (52) directly into a 
conventional AC wall outlet. Furthermore, circuit (70) may 
include one or more control modules that are operable to 
execute control algorithms, based on the type of instrument 
(10) and based on data from sensor (16), etc. For instance, 
Such control modules may execute control algorithms that 
might otherwise be executed by generator (60) when genera 
tor (60) is coupled with a conventional corded version of 
instrument (10). Such control algorithms may automatically 
tune or otherwise control the power output to instrument (10), 
Such that instrument (10) does not necessarily just receive a 
constant DC power signal. In addition or in the alternative, 
Such control modules may be integrated into instrument (10). 
0055. In some instances, surgical instrument (10) com 
prises a Surgical stapling and cutting instrument. By way of 
example only, Surgical instrument (10) may be constructed in 
accordance with at least some of the teachings of U.S. Pat. 
No. 7,416,101; U.S. Pub. No. 2009/0209990; U.S. Pub. No. 
2012/0239012; and/or U.S. pat. app. Ser. No. 13/716,308. 
The disclosures of each of the foregoing references are incor 
porated by reference herein. 
0056. As another merely illustrative example, surgical 
instrument (10) may comprise an ultrasonic Surgical instru 
ment. By way of example only, Surgical instrument (10) may 
be constructed in accordance with at least some of the teach 
ings of U.S. Pat. No. 5,322,055; U.S. Pat. No. 5,873,873; U.S. 
Pat. No. 5,980,510; U.S. Pat. No. 6,325,811; U.S. Pat. No. 
6,783,524; U.S. Pub. No. 2006/0079874; U.S. Pub. No. 2007/ 
01917 13: U.S. Pub. No. 2007/0282333; U.S. Pub. No. 2008/ 
0200940; U.S. Pub. No. 2010/0069940; U.S. Pub. No. 2011/ 
0015660; U.S. Pub. No. 2012/01 12687; U.S. Pub. No. 2012/ 
0116265; and/or U.S. Pat. App. No. 61/410,603. The 
disclosures of each of the foregoing references are incorpo 
rated by reference herein. 
0057. As yet another merely illustrative example, surgical 
instrument (10) may comprise an electroSurgical instrument. 
By way of example only, Surgical instrument (10) may be 
constructed in accordance with at least some of the teachings 
of U.S. Pat. No. 6,500, 176; U.S. Pat. No. 7,112.201; U.S. Pat. 
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No. 7,125,409: U.S. Pat. No. 7,169,146; U.S. Pat. No. 7,186, 
253: U.S. Pat. No. 7,189,233; U.S. Pat. No. 7,220,951; U.S. 
Pat. No. 7,309,849; U.S. Pat. No. 7,311,709: U.S. Pat. No. 
7,354,440; U.S. Pat. No. 7,381,209; U.S. Pub. No. 2011/ 
0087218: U.S. Pub. No. 2012/0116379; U.S. Pub. No. 2012/ 
0078243: U.S. Pub. No. 2012/0078247; U.S. Pat. App. No. 
13/622,729; U.S. pat. app. Ser. No. 13/622,735; and/or U.S. 
pat. app. Ser. No. 13/658,784. The disclosures of each of the 
foregoing references are incorporated by reference herein. 
0058. In some versions, surgical instrument (10) may pro 
vide functionalities associated with both ultrasonic Surgical 
instruments and electroSurgical instruments. By way of 
example only, Surgical instrument (10) may be constructed in 
accordance with at least some of the teachings of U.S. Pat. 
No. 6,251,110, entitled “Combined Radio Frequency and 
Ultrasonic Surgical Device issued Jun. 26, 2001; and/or 
U.S. Pub. No. 2011/0015627, entitled “Impedance Monitor 
ing Apparatus, System, and Method for Ultrasonic Surgical 
Instruments.” published Jan. 20, 2011. The disclosures of 
each of the foregoing references are incorporated by refer 
ence herein. In some Such versions, the additional function 
alities associated with an electroSurgical instrument are only 
added when cable (52) and plug (50) are coupled with instru 
ment (10), such that instrument (10) only provides ultrasonic 
instrument functionalities when instrument (10) is driven by 
battery (40). Similarly, coupling instrument (10) with cable 
(52) and plug (50) may alter the functionality of one or more 
user inputs (18), such that user inputs (18) provide responses 
that differ when cable (52) and plug (50) are coupled with 
instrument (10) (as compared to responses provided when 
instrument (10) is driven by battery (40)). For instance, one 
user input (18) that would provide an ultrasonic output func 
tion when instrument (10) is driven by battery (40) may 
instead provide an electroSurgical output function when cable 
(52) and plug (50) are coupled with instrument (10). 
0059. The following describes several merely illustrative 
examples of how the above teachings relating to instrument 
(10) may be incorporated into Surgical staplers and ultrasonic 
Surgical instruments. Other suitable examples will be appar 
ent to those of ordinary skill in the art in view of the teachings 
herein. Similarly, various suitable ways in which the above 
teachings relating to instrument (10) may be incorporated 
into electroSurgical instruments will be apparent to those of 
ordinary skill in the art in view of the teachings herein. 
A. Exemplary Surgical Stapler with Interchangeable Power 
Source Options 
0060 FIGS. 3-5 show a merely illustrative example of a 
form that Surgical instrument (10) may take. In particular, 
FIGS. 3-5 show a surgical stapler (100) that includes a hand 
piece (110), an end effector (114), and a trigger (118) that is 
operable to selectively actuate end effector (114). Handpiece 
(110) of this example includes a pistol grip (112), though it 
should be understood that any other suitable configuration 
may be used. As shown in FIG. 3, handpiece (110) is config 
ured to receive a battery (140). Battery (140) is operable to 
power a motor (not shown) in handpiece (110), which is 
further operable to drive end effector (114) in response to an 
operator Squeezing trigger (118) toward pistol grip (112). By 
way of example only, Surgical stapler (100) may be con 
structed and/or operable in accordance with at least some of 
the teachings of U.S. Pat. No. 7,416,101; U.S. Pub. No. 2009/ 
0209990; U.S. Pub. No. 2012/0239012; and/or U.S. pat. app. 
Ser. No. 13/716,308, the disclosures of which are incorpo 
rated by reference herein. 
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0061. As shown in FIG. 4, battery (140) is selectively 
removable from handpiece (110), leaving an open power 
socket (120) at the proximal end of handpiece (110). By way 
of example only, one or more resiliently biased latch features 
may be used to selectively secure battery (140) within power 
socket (120). As shown in FIG. 5, a plug (150) is configured 
to fit in power socket (120) in place of battery (140). In 
particular, plug (150) of this example is sized and shaped 
substantially identically to battery (140); and includes the 
same kind of features as found in battery (140) to selectively 
secure plug (150) to handpiece (110). Plug (150) includes an 
integral cable (152), which is further coupled with generator 
(60). Plug (150) may include circuitry identical to circuitry 
(70) described above, such that plug (150) is ultimately oper 
able to deliver the same DC power profile to surgical instru 
ment (100) as would otherwise be delivered by battery (140), 
despite the communication of AC power from generator (60) 
to plug (150) via cable (152). It should therefore be under 
stood that plug (150), cable (152), and generator (60) together 
serve as a substitute for battery (140). 
0062. In an exemplary use, an operator may initially start 
using stapling instrument (100) in a Surgical procedure with 
battery (140) inserted as shown in FIG.3. In the event that the 
power level of battery (140) drops below a critical level, the 
operator may remove battery (140) from power socket (120) 
as shown in FIG. 4 and then insert plug (150) into power 
socket (120) as shown in FIG. 5. The operator may then 
continue to use stapling instrument (100) in the Surgical pro 
cedure. In instances where the operator expects to use sta 
pling instrument (100) repeatedly and for an extended period 
of time during a particular Surgical procedure, the operator 
may simply begin the procedure with plug (150) inserted in 
power socket (120), not using battery (140) at all. Other 
suitable ways in which stapling instrument (100) may be used 
with battery (140) and/or plug (150), on a selective basis, will 
be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art in view of the 
teachings herein. 
B. Exemplary Ultrasonic Surgical Instrument with Inter 
changeable Power Source Options 
0063 FIGS. 6 and 8 show another merely illustrative 
example of a form that Surgical instrument (10) may take. In 
particular, FIGS. 6 and 8 show an ultrasonic surgical instru 
ment (200) that includes a handpiece (210), which is operable 
to selectively couple with a modular shaft assembly and end 
effector (not shown). By way of example only, such selective 
coupling and modularity may be provided in accordance with 
at least Some of the teachings herein and/or at least some of 
the teachings of U.S. Pub. No. 2012/0116388, entitled “Sur 
gical Instrument with Modular Shaft and End Effector pub 
lished May 10, 2012, the disclosure of which is incorporated 
by reference herein; U.S. Pub. No. 2012/0116394, entitled 
“Surgical Instrument with Pivoting Coupling to Modular 
Shaft and End Effector” published May 10, 2012, the disclo 
sure of which is incorporated by reference herein; U.S. Pub. 
No. 2012/0116395, entitled “Surgical Instrument with Modu 
lar Shaft and Transducer published May 10, 2012, the dis 
closure of which is incorporated by reference herein; U.S. 
Pub. No. 2012/0116260, entitled “Surgical Instrument with 
Motorized Attachment Feature.” published May 10, 2012, the 
disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein; U.S. 
Pub. No. 2012/0116363, entitled “Surgical Instrument Hand 
piece with Resiliently Biased Coupling to Modular Shaft and 
End Effector” published May 10, 2012, the disclosure of 
which is incorporated by reference herein; U.S. Pub. No. 
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2012/0116389, entitled “Surgical Instrument Shaft with 
Resiliently Biased Coupling to Handpiece.” published May 
10, 2012, the disclosure of which is incorporated by reference 
herein; U.S. Pub. No. 2012/0116396, entitled “Surgical 
Instrument with Modular End Effector.” published May 10, 
2012, the disclosure of which is incorporated by reference 
herein; U.S. Pub. No. 2012/0116266, entitled “Surgical 
Instrument with Modular End Effector and Detection Fea 
ture.” published May 10, 2012, the disclosure of which is 
incorporated by reference herein; U.S. pat. app. Ser. No. 
13/269,899, entitled “Ultrasonic Surgical Instrument with 
Modular End Effector filed Oct. 10, 2011, the disclosure of 
which is incorporated by reference herein; U.S. pat. app. Ser. 
No. 13/426,760, entitled “Method and Apparatus for Pro 
gramming Modular Surgical Instrument, filed Mar. 22, 
2012, the disclosure of which is incorporated by reference 
herein; and/or U.S. pat. app. Ser. No. 13/484,547, entitled 
"Loading Cartridge for Surgical Instrument End Effector.” 
filed May 31, 2012, the disclosure of which is incorporated by 
reference herein. Other suitable ways in which handpiece 
(210) may selectively couple with a shaft assembly and end 
effector will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art in 
view of the teachings herein. 
0064 Handpiece (210) of the present example includes a 
pistol grip (212), a trigger (218), and buttons (219). Trigger 
(218) is operable to mechanically drive a clamping feature of 
an end effector at the distal end of a shaft assembly coupled 
with handpiece (210). Buttons (219) are operable to selec 
tively activate an ultrasonic transducer (224) within hand 
piece (210), to thereby drive an ultrasonic blade of an end 
effector at the distal end of a shaft assembly coupled with 
handpiece (210). Pistol grip (212) defines a power socket 
(220) that is configured to receive a battery (240). Pistol grip 
(212) further includes a pivoting door (226) that is operable to 
fully close battery (240) within power socket (220). Battery 
(240) is operable to power ultrasonic transducer (224) in 
handpiece (210), to thereby drive an ultrasonic blade of an 
end effector at the distal end of a shaft assembly coupled with 
handpiece (210) when buttons (219) are depressed by the 
operator. By way of example only, when a shaft assembly and 
end effector are coupled with handpiece (210), ultrasonic 
surgical instrument (200) may be constructed and/or operable 
in accordance with at least some of the teachings of U.S. Pat. 
No. 5,322,055; U.S. Pat. No. 5,873,873; U.S. Pat. No. 5,980, 
510; U.S. Pat. No. 6,325,811; U.S. Pat. No. 6,783,524; U.S. 
Pub. No. 2006/0079874; U.S. Pub. No. 2007/01917 13: U.S. 
Pub. No. 2007/0282333; U.S. Pub. No. 2008/0200940; U.S. 
Pub. No. 2010/0069940; U.S. Pub. No. 2011/0015660; U.S. 
Pub. No. 2012/0112687; U.S. Pub. No. 2012/01 16265; and/or 
U.S. pat. app. Ser. No. 61/410,603, the disclosures of which 
are incorporated by reference herein. 
0065. In the present example, a battery guide (280) is used 
to guide battery (240) into power socket (220). Battery guide 
(280) includes a passageway (282) through which battery 
(240) may be passed and an outer wall (284) that may be 
grasped by a clinician to hold battery guide (280) in position 
against the bottom of pistol grip (212). As best seen in FIG. 7, 
passageway (282) is defined by an inner wall (286) that is 
angled to assist in receiving and guiding battery (240) into 
alignment with power socket (220). As also seen in FIG. 7, 
battery guide (280) includes an inner recess configured to 
accommodate pivoting door (226) in the open position when 
battery guide (280) is held against the bottom of pistol grip 
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(212). Other suitable configurations for battery guide (280) 
will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art in view of 
the teachings herein. 
0066. It should also be understood that battery guide (280) 
may be used as a sterile barrier between battery (240) and the 
exterior of handpiece (210). In particular, in some instances 
handpiece (210) and battery guide (280) are sterile while 
battery (240) is not sterile. One or more clinicians with sterile 
hands may hold battery guide (280) against the bottom of 
pistol grip (212). A clinician with non-sterile hands may then 
insert battery (240) through passage (282) and into power 
socket (220). The clinician with sterile hands may then close 
door (226) behind battery (240). Thus, the hands of this 
clinician remain sterile, and battery (240) has not compro 
mised the sterility of handpiece (210) because battery guide 
(280) has served as a guide to position battery (240) directly 
into power socket (220). Battery guide (280) may be disposed 
of after a single use; or may be sterilized for Subsequent use. 
Of course, battery guide (280) is merely optional and may 
simply be omitted if desired. By way of example only, battery 
(240) may be handled in accordance with at least some of the 
teachings one or more of the following: U.S. Pub. No. 2012/ 
01 15005, entitled “Power Source Management for Medical 
Device.” published May 10, 2012, the disclosure of which is 
incorporated by reference herein; U.S. Pub. No. 2012/ 
0110810, entitled “Medical Device with Feature for Sterile 
Acceptance of Non-Sterile Reusable Component,” published 
May 10, 2012, the disclosure of which is incorporated by 
reference herein; and/or U.S. Pub. No. 2012/0112687, 
entitled “Recharge System for Medical Devices.” published 
May 10, 2012, the disclosure of which is incorporated by 
reference herein. 

0067. As shown in FIG. 8, a plug (250) is configured to fit 
through passage (282) and into power socket (220) in place of 
battery (240). In particular, plug (250) of this example is sized 
and shaped substantially identically to battery (240). Plug 
(250) includes an integral cable (252), which is further 
coupled with generator (60). Plug (250) may include circuitry 
identical to circuitry (70) described above, such that plug 
(250) is ultimately operable to deliver the same DC power 
profile to surgical instrument (200) as would otherwise be 
delivered by battery (240), despite the communication of AC 
power from generator (60) to plug (250) via cable (252). It 
should therefore be understood that plug (250), cable (252), 
and generator (60) together serve as a substitute for battery 
(240). 
0068. In an exemplary use, an operator may initially start 
using ultrasonic Surgical instrument (200) in a Surgical pro 
cedure with battery (240) inserted in power socket (220). In 
the event that the power level of battery (240) drops below a 
critical level, the operator may remove battery (240) from 
power socket (220) and then insert plug (250) into power 
socket (220) via guide (280) as shown in FIG.8. The operator 
may then continue to use ultrasonic Surgical instrument (200) 
in the Surgical procedure. In instances where the operator 
expects to use ultrasonic Surgical instrument (200) repeatedly 
and for an extended period of time during a particular Surgical 
procedure, the operator may simply begin the procedure with 
plug (250) inserted in power socket (220), not using battery 
(240) at all. Other suitable ways in which ultrasonic surgical 
instrument (200) may be used with battery (240) and/or plug 
(250), on a selective basis, will be apparent to those of ordi 
nary skill in the art in view of the teachings herein. 
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0069 FIG.9 shows another merely illustrative example of 
an ultrasonic Surgical instrument (300) that may serve as a 
variation of Surgical instrument (10). In this example, ultra 
sonic surgical instrument (300) comprises a handpiece (310) 
that is operable to selectively couple with a modular shaft 
assembly and end effector (not shown), similar to handpiece 
(210) described above. Handpiece (310) of the present 
example includes a partial pistol grip (312), a trigger (318), 
and buttons (319). Trigger (318) and buttons (319) of this 
example are substantially identical to trigger (218) and but 
tons (219) described above. 
0070 Partial pistol grip (312) is configured to couple with 
a plug (350), which defines the remaining portion of a full 
pistol grip with partial pistol grip (312). Thus, when an opera 
tor grasps handpiece (310), the operator will grasp both par 
tial pistol grip (312) and plug (350). Partial pistol grip (312) 
may alternatively couple with a battery (not shown) that 
defines the remaining portion of a full pistol grip with partial 
pistol grip (312). Such that an operator will grasp both partial 
pistol grip (312) and the battery when the operator grasps 
handpiece (310). Plug (350) includes an integral cable (352), 
which terminates in a generator plug (354) that couples with 
generator (60). Plug (350) may include circuitry identical to 
circuitry (70) described above, such that plug (350) is ulti 
mately operable to deliver the same DC power profile to 
surgical instrument (300) as would otherwise be delivered by 
a battery, despite the communication of AC power from gen 
erator (60) to plug (350) via cable (352). It should therefore be 
understood that plug (350), cable (352), and generator (60) 
together serve as a substitute for a battery. 
(0071 FIG. 10 shows yet another merely illustrative 
example of an ultrasonic Surgical instrument (400) that may 
serve as a variation of Surgical instrument (10). In this 
example, ultrasonic Surgical instrument (400) comprises a 
handpiece (410) that is operable to selectively couple with a 
modular shaft assembly and end effector (not shown), similar 
to handpiece (210) described above. Handpiece (410) of the 
present example includes a trigger (418) and buttons (419). 
Trigger (418) and buttons (419) of this example are substan 
tially identical to trigger (218) and buttons (219) described 
above. 
0072 Handpiece (410) is configured to couple with a plug 
(450), which defines the remaining portion of handpiece 
(410) including a pistol grip (451). Thus, when an operator 
grasps handpiece (410), the operator will grasp plug (450). 
Handpiece (410) may alternatively couple with a battery (not 
shown) that defines a pistol grip. Such that the operator will 
grasp the battery when the operator grasps handpiece (410). 
Plug (450) includes an integral cable (452), which terminates 
in a generator plug (454) that couples with generator (60). 
Plug (450) may include circuitry identical to circuitry (70) 
described above, such that plug (450) is ultimately operable 
to deliver the same DC power profile to surgical instrument 
(400) as would otherwise be delivered by a battery, despite the 
communication of AC power from generator (60) to plug 
(450) via cable (452). It should therefore be understood that 
plug (450), cable (452), and generator (60) together serve as 
a substitute for a battery. 
0073 Still other suitable ways in which the principals of 
instrument (10) may be applied to Surgical Stapling instru 
ments, ultrasonic Surgical instruments, electroSurgical instru 
ments, and various other kinds of instruments will be appar 
ent to those of ordinary skill in the art in view of the teachings 
herein. 
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II. Exemplary Surgical Instrument with Integral Power 
Source Supplemental Power Cord 
0074. In some instances, an instrument operator either 
cannot remove a battery from an instrument during a Surgical 
procedure or simply does not wish to remove a battery from 
an instrument during a Surgical procedure. For instance, when 
the power level of a battery falls below an acceptable level, the 
operator may wish to quickly transition to corded power to 
avoid Switching out the battery or waiting to recharge the 
battery. This may be due to perceived time constraints, due to 
sterility concerns, or due to the battery being either non 
removable or relatively difficult to remove. It may therefore 
be desirable in Some instances to provide an instrument that is 
capable of at least initially running on battery powered; but 
may selectively run on corded power without having to 
remove the battery from the instrument. In instances where 
the operator would simply prefer to provide power from a 
cord rather than from a battery, regardless of the power level 
present in the battery, it may be desirable to enable the opera 
torto select corded power over battery power at the operators 
whim. FIG. 11 shows an exemplary surgical instrument (500) 
that is capable of operating on battery power or corded power, 
without requiring removal of the battery in order to operate on 
corded power. 
0075 Surgical instrument (500) of this example is sub 
stantially similar to Surgical instrument (10)in many respects. 
For instance, surgical instrument (500) of this example 
includes a control module (512), an end effector (514), a 
sensor (516), a user input (518), and an integral battery (540). 
End effector (514), sensor (516), user input (518), and battery 
(540) are all in communication with control module (512) via 
wires (522). Control module (512) is thus operable to receive 
inputs (e.g., power, data, etc.) from end effector (514), sensor 
(516), user input (518), and/or battery (540); and to drive end 
effector (514) based on one or more control algorithms and 
based on input received from sensor (516) and/or user input 
(518). Control module (512) may comprise a microprocessor, 
an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), memory, a 
printed circuit board (PCB), a storage device (such as a solid 
state drive or hard disk), firmware, software, and/or various 
other suitable components as will be apparent to those of 
ordinary skill in the art in view of the teachings herein. Wires 
(522) may comprise any Suitable conventional wiring, traces 
in rigid circuit boards or flexible circuits, and/or any other 
Suitable components that are operable to communicate elec 
trical power and/or data/signals. 
0076) End effector (514) may include a variety of features 
that are operable to manipulate tissue. By way of example 
only, end effector (514) may include one or more movable 
jaws that are operable to grasp tissue, a tissue cutting feature 
(e.g., translating knife blade), a set of staples and Staple driv 
ers operable to sever tissue, an ultrasonic blade operable to 
denature proteins in tissue by applying ultrasonic energy to 
the tissue, one or more electrodes operable to provide RF 
energy (e.g., bipolar or monopolar) to tissue, and/or any other 
suitable features as will be apparent to those of ordinary skill 
in the art in view of the teachings herein. End effector (514) of 
this example comprises an active feature, such as an ultra 
Sonic blade, a pair of clamping jaws, a sharp knife, a staple 
driving assembly, a monopolar RF electrode, a pair of bipolar 
RF electrodes, a thermal heating element, and/or various 
other components that may be driven by electrical power. In 
some instances, end effector (514) is removable from the rest 
of Surgical instrument (500) for servicing, testing, replace 
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ment, or any other purpose as will be apparent to one of 
ordinary skill in the art in view of the teachings herein. It 
should also be understood that surgical instrument (500) may 
be configured to accept various kinds of end effectors (514) to 
perform different kinds of activities. For instance, surgical 
instrument (500) may accept a removable stapling end effec 
tor (514), which may be removed and replaced with an elec 
trosurgical end effector (514), which may be removed and 
replaced with an ultrasonic end effector (514), and so on. 
(0077. Sensor (516) of the present example is operable to 
provide a variety of information to control module (512) 
during a procedure. By way of example only, such configu 
rations may include sensing a temperature at end effector 
(514) or determining the oscillation rate of end effector (514). 
Data from sensor (516) may be processed by control module 
(512) to effect the delivery of power to end effector (514) 
(e.g., in a feedback loop, etc.). Various other configurations of 
sensor (516) may be provided depending upon the purpose of 
surgical instrument (500) as will be apparent to those of 
ordinary skill in the art in view of the teachings herein. Vari 
ous suitable uses for sensor (516) and various forms that 
sensor (516) may take will be apparent to those of ordinary 
skill in the art in view of the teachings herein. Of course, as 
with other components described herein, Surgical instrument 
(500) may have more than one sensor (516); or sensor (516) 
may simply be omitted if desired. 
0078 Trigger (518) may be configured to selectively pro 
vide power from a power source (540, 560) to end effector 
(514) (and/or to some other component of surgical instrument 
(500)) to activate surgical instrument (500) when performing 
a procedure. By way of example only, trigger (518) may 
comprise one or more pushbuttons, one or more pivoting 
triggers, one or more sliders, one or more knobs, and/or 
variations and combinations thereof. Other suitable forms 
that trigger (518) may take will be apparent to those of ordi 
nary skill in the art in view of the teachings herein. 
(0079. In the present example, battery (540) is fully inte 
grated into surgical instrument (500) such that battery (540) is 
not removable from surgical instrument (500) (e.g., at least 
not without destroying instrument (500)). In some other 
examples, battery (540) is removable from surgical instru 
ment (500). For instance, surgical instrument (500) may have 
a socket similar to power socket (20) described above. Other 
Suitable configurations will be apparent to those of ordinary 
skill in the art in view of the teachings herein. Battery (540) 
may comprise a pack of one or more NiMH batteries, Li-ion 
batteries (e.g., prismatic cell type lithium ion batteries, etc.), 
Ni-Cad batteries, or any other type of portable power source 
as may be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art in light 
of the teachings herein. Battery (540) may be rechargeable or 
not, as desired. Battery (540) is operable to provide enough 
power to control module (512) and end effector (514) to 
perform at least part of a Surgical procedure. 
0080 Plug (550) of the present example is coupled with an 
integral cable (552), which is further removably coupled with 
the same kind of generator (60) described above. Generator 
(60) is operable to communicate electrical power through 
cable (552) to plug (550), to thereby power surgical instru 
ment (500). It should also be understood that cable (552) and 
plug (50) may be further operable to provide unidirectional or 
bidirectional communication of data and/or commands, etc. 
between surgical instrument (500) and generator (60), just 
like the communication described above with respect to 
instrument (10). Similarly, instrument (500) may be capable 
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of providing wireless communication with generator (60) 
and/or with other equipment, just like the wireless commu 
nication described above with respect to instrument (10). 
Plug (550) also includes a circuit (570) that is substantially 
identical to circuit (70) described above, such that plug (550) 
is operable to rectify AC power from generator (60) to provide 
DC power to instrument (500). 
0081. As shown, plug (550) is operable to couple with 
control module (512) and/or battery (540). In some versions, 
plug (550) is received in a socket that is wired directly to 
control module (512). Alternatively, plug (550) may be 
received in a socket that is wired directly to battery (540). As 
yet another merely illustrative example, plug (550) may be 
received in a socket that is wired directly to both control 
module (512) and battery (540). In some versions, when plug 
(550) is coupled with instrument (500), battery (540) is 
bypassed through common Switching, Such that plug (550) 
provides full operational power to instrument (500). It should 
be understood that, in addition to providing full operational 
power to instrument (500), such that instrument (500) is fully 
operable from electrical power provided through plug (550), 
plug (550) may also be operable to charge battery (540) when 
plug (550) is coupled with instrument (500). Plug (550), cable 
(552), and generator (60) may thus collectively serve dual 
roles as primary electrical power source for instrument (500) 
and as recharging equipment for battery (540). In some ver 
sions, these two roles may be served simultaneously. In some 
other versions, plug (550), cable (552), and generator (60) 
only serve the role of recharger when plug (550), cable (552), 
and generator (60) are not actively being used to serve as 
primary electrical power source for instrument (500). For 
instance, plug (550), cable (552), and generator (60) may 
serve a role as recharger for battery (540) when end effector 
(514) is idle. As another merely illustrative example, plug 
(550), cable (552), and generator (60) may serve a role as 
recharger for battery (540) in accordance with at least some of 
the teachings of U.S. Pub. No. 2012/0116380, entitled “Ster 
ile Medical Instrument Charging Device.” published May 10, 
2012, the disclosure of which is incorporated by reference 
herein. Even in versions where generator (60) is operable to 
provide recharging capabilities via cable (552) and plug 
(550), cable (552) may be configured to plug into a separate 
recharging device (e.g., to free up generator (60) for some 
other use after surgical instrument (500) is done being used in 
a Surgical procedure, etc.). Of course. Some versions of bat 
tery (540) may be non-rechargeable, such that plug (550), 
cable (552), and generator (60) serve only as a substitute 
power Source and/or Supplemental power Source for opera 
tion of instrument (500), without also providing some kind of 
recharging functionality. Other Suitable configurations and 
operabilities will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the 
art in view of the teachings herein. 
0082 In some instances, surgical instrument (500) com 
prises a Surgical stapling and cutting instrument. By way of 
example only, surgical instrument (500) may be constructed 
in accordance with at least some of the teachings of U.S. Pat. 
No. 7,416,101; U.S. Pub. No. 2009/0209990; U.S. Pub. No. 
2012/0239012; and/or U.S. pat. app. Ser. No. 13/716,308. 
The disclosures of each of the foregoing references are incor 
porated by reference herein. 
0083. As another merely illustrative example, surgical 
instrument (500) may comprise an ultrasonic Surgical instru 
ment. By way of example only, surgical instrument (500) may 
be constructed in accordance with at least some of the teach 
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ings of U.S. Pat. No. 5,322,055; U.S. Pat. No. 5,873,873; U.S. 
Pat. No. 5,980,510; U.S. Pat. No. 6,325,811; U.S. Pat. No. 
6,783,524; U.S. Pub. No. 2006/0079874; U.S. Pub. No. 2007/ 
0191713; U.S. Pub. No. 2007/0282333; U.S. Pub. No. 2008/ 
0200940; U.S. Pub. No. 2010/0069940; U.S. Pub. No. 2011/ 
0015660; U.S. Pub. No. 2012/0112687; U.S. Pub. No. 2012/ 
0116265; and/or U.S. Pat. App. No. 61/410,603. The 
disclosures of each of the foregoing references are incorpo 
rated by reference herein. 
I0084 FIG. 12 shows a merely illustrative example of a 
form that surgical instrument (500) may take in an ultrasonic 
Surgical instrument (600). In this example, ultrasonic Surgical 
instrument (600) comprises a handpiece (610) that is operable 
to selectively couple with a modular shaft assembly and end 
effector (not shown), similar to handpiece (210) described 
above. Handpiece (610) of the present example includes a 
pistol grip (612), a trigger (618), and buttons (619). Trigger 
(618) and buttons (619) of this example are substantially 
identical to trigger (218) and buttons (219) described above. 
Pistol grip (612) houses an integral battery (640) in this 
example. Pistol grip (612) includes a socket (620) that is 
operable to receive a plug (650). Plug (650) includes an 
integral cable (652), which terminates in a generator plug 
(654) that couples with generator (60). Plug (650) may 
include circuitry identical to circuitry (70) described above, 
such that plug (650) is ultimately operable to deliver the same 
DC power profile to surgical instrument (600) as would oth 
erwise be delivered by battery (640), despite the communi 
cation of AC power from generator (60) to plug (650) via 
cable (652). It should therefore be understood that plug (650), 
cable (652), and generator (60) may together serve as a sub 
stitute for battery (640). In addition or in the alternative, plug 
(650), cable (652), and generator (60) may together serve as a 
recharger for battery (640). 
I0085. As yet another merely illustrative example, surgical 
instrument (500) may comprise an electroSurgical instru 
ment. By way of example only, surgical instrument (500) may 
be constructed in accordance with at least Some of the teach 
ings of U.S. Pat. No. 6,500,176; U.S. Pat. No. 7,112.201; U.S. 
Pat. No. 7,125,409: U.S. Pat. No. 7,169,146; U.S. Pat. No. 
7,186,253: U.S. Pat. No. 7,189,233; U.S. Pat. No. 7,220,951: 
U.S. Pat. No. 7,309,849; U.S. Pat. No. 7,311,709: U.S. Pat. 
No. 7,354,440; U.S. Pat. No. 7,381,209; U.S. Pub. No. 2011/ 
0087218: U.S. Pub. No. 2012/0116379; U.S. Pub. No. 2012/ 
0078243: U.S. Pub. No. 2012/0078247; U.S. pat. app. Ser. 
No. 13/622,729; U.S. pat. app. Ser. No. 13/622,735; and/or 
U.S. pat. app. Ser. No. 13/658,784. The disclosures of each of 
the foregoing references are incorporated by reference herein. 
I0086. In some versions, surgical instrument (500) may 
provide functionalities associated with both ultrasonic Surgi 
cal instruments and electroSurgical instruments. By way of 
example only, surgical instrument (500) may be constructed 
in accordance with at least some of the teachings of U.S. Pat. 
No. 6,251,110, entitled “Combined Radio Frequency and 
Ultrasonic Surgical Device issued Jun. 26, 2001; and/or 
U.S. Pub. No. 2011/0015627, entitled “Impedance Monitor 
ing Apparatus, System, and Method for Ultrasonic Surgical 
Instruments.” published Jan. 20, 2011. The disclosures of 
each of the foregoing references are incorporated by refer 
ence herein. In some Such versions, the additional function 
alities associated with an electroSurgical instrument are only 
added when cable (552) and plug (550) are coupled with 
instrument (500), such that instrument (500) only provides 
ultrasonic instrument functionalities when instrument (500) 
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is driven solely by battery (540). Similarly, coupling instru 
ment (500) with cable (552) and plug (550) may alter the 
functionality of one or more user inputs (518), such that user 
inputs (518) provide responses that differ when cable (552) 
and plug (550) are coupled with instrument (500) (as com 
pared to responses provided when instrument (500) is driven 
solely by battery (540)). For instance, one user input (518) 
that would provide an ultrasonic output function when instru 
ment (500) is driven solely by battery (540) may instead 
provide an electrosurgical output function when cable (552) 
and plug (550) are coupled with instrument (500). 
0087 Still other suitable ways in which the principals of 
instrument (500) may be applied to Surgical stapling instru 
ments, ultrasonic Surgical instruments, electroSurgical instru 
ments, and various other kinds of instruments will be appar 
ent to those of ordinary skill in the art in view of the teachings 
herein. 

III. Exemplary Alternative Plug Assembly 
0088 FIG. 13 depicts an exemplary alternative plug 
assembly (700) that may be used in place of plugs (50, 500) 
described above. Other than as described below, it should be 
understood that plug assembly (700) may be configured and/ 
or operable inaccordance with the teachings above regarding 
plugs (50, 500). Plug assembly (700) of this example com 
prises a first plug housing (702) joined with a second plug 
housing (704). In some other versions, a single plug housing 
is used instead. Plug housing (704) of the present example is 
configured similar to the housing of battery (40), such that 
plug housing (704) is removably received in socket (20) just 
like battery (40). Plug housing (702) is also configured simi 
lar to the housing of battery (40), though this is of course 
optional. A restraint feature (706) removably secures plug 
assembly (700) relative to instrument (10). By way of 
example only, restraint feature (706) may comprise a resilient 
latch, a clip, a clamp, and/or any other Suitable structure. A 
contact and support feature (708) provides structural support 
for plug assembly (700) relative to instrument (10); and elec 
trical continuity with instrument (10). Various suitable forms 
that contact and support feature (708) may take will be appar 
ent to those of ordinary skill in the art in view of the teachings 
herein. 
0089 Plug housing (704) also contains a printed circuit 
board (710), which is in electrical communication with con 
tact and support feature (708). Plug housing (702) contains a 
transformer (712), which is in electrical communication with 
printed circuit board (710). Transformer (712) may be con 
figured similar to transformer (76) described above. In some 
versions, printed circuit board (710) includes components 
similar to the remaining components of circuit (70) described 
above. It should therefore be understood that plug assembly 
(700) may include the same components as circuit (70) 
described above and/or other components as will be apparent 
to those of ordinary skill in the art in view of the teachings 
herein. It should also be understood that Such components 
may be allocated among either housing (702. 704) as desired. 
0090. A cable (714) extends from housing (702) and is in 
electrical communication with transformer (76). A plug (718) 
is located at the opposite end of cable (714), and is configured 
to plug into a corresponding Socket of generator (60). An LED 
indicator (716) is also positioned on housing (702) in this 
example. LED indicator (716) is operable to selectively illu 
minate to indicate an operational state of plug assembly 
(700). By way of example only, LED indicator (716) may 
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illuminate to indicate successful coupling between generator 
(60) and instrument (10). In addition or in the alternative, 
LED indicator (716) may flash to indicate delivery of power 
to tissue via end effector (14). LED indicator (716) may 
provide numerous flashing patterns to indicate numerous 
operational conditions, fault conditions, etc. Similarly, LED 
indicator (716) may illuminate in different colors to indicate 
different conditions. Various suitable forms of user feedback 
that may be provided through LED indicator (716) will be 
apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art in view of the 
teachings herein. Similarly, other suitable kinds of features 
that may be used in addition to or in lieu of LED indicator 
(716) to provide audio and/or visual feedback to a user will be 
apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art in view of the 
teachings herein. 
0091 IV. Exemplary Surgical Instrument with Modular 
Shaft Assembly 
0092 Any of the versions of surgical instrument (10) 
described herein (or other versions of surgical instrument 
(10)) may be configured to have a modular end effector or 
shaft assembly. For instance, Surgical instrument (10) may 
have a handpiece or other kind of body that removably 
receives various kinds of shaftassemblies. Such various kinds 
of shaft assemblies may include those having tissue stapling 
features, ultrasonic blades, RF energy electrodes, Surgical 
clip applying features, etc., Such that the selection of shaft 
assemblies presents options for a Surgeon to operate with 
various Surgical modalities using the same handpiece. The 
handpiece may include features that are operable to drive the 
various kinds of end effectors of shaft assemblies. In some 
instances, shaft assemblies may be interchanged among the 
same handpiece during the same Surgical procedure. It should 
also be understood that, if desired, a handpiece may be pro 
vided as a reusable component while the shaft assembly is 
provided as a disposable component. 
0093 Various examples of surgical instruments that have 
modular end effectors or shaft assemblies are described in 
U.S. Pub. No. 2012/0116388, the disclosure of which is incor 
porated by reference herein; U.S. Pub. No. 2012/0116394, the 
disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein; U.S. 
Pub. No. 2012/0116395, the disclosure of which is incorpo 
rated by reference herein; U.S. Pub. No. 2012/01 16260, the 
disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein; U.S. 
Pub. No. 2012/0116363, the disclosure of which is incorpo 
rated by reference herein; U.S. Pub. No. 2012/0116389, the 
disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein; U.S. 
Pub. No. 2012/0116396, the disclosure of which is incorpo 
rated by reference herein; U.S. Pub. No. 2012/01 16266, the 
disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein; U.S. 
pat. app. Ser. No. 13/269,899, the disclosure of which is 
incorporated by reference herein; U.S. pat. app. No. Ser. 
13/426,760, the disclosure of which is incorporated by refer 
ence herein; and/or U.S. pat. app. Ser. No. 13/484,547, the 
disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein. Fur 
ther examples of how Surgical instrument (10) may incorpo 
rate a modular endshaft assembly will be described in greater 
detail below: while additional examples will be apparent to 
those of ordinary skill in the art in view of the teachings 
herein. It should be understood that the teachings below may 
be readily combined with any other teachings herein and/or 
various teachings in the numerous references that are cited 
herein. 

(0094 FIG. 14 shows an exemplary handpiece (1000) that 
is configured to couple with various exemplary shaft assem 
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blies, including but not limited to shaft assemblies (1100, 
1200, 1300) described below. Handpiece (1000) includes a 
housing (1002) that defines a pistol grip (1004) and a shaft 
socket (1006). While a pistol grip (1004) is provided by 
handpiece (1000) in this example, it should be understood 
that any other suitable kind of grip may be provided. Shaft 
socket (1006) is configured to receive a complementary con 
trol interface feature of a shaft assembly. Handpiece (1000) 
also includes various drive features that are operable to drive 
a shaft assembly via shaft socket (1006), such as electrical 
drive features (e.g., wires, battery, etc.), ultrasonic drive fea 
tures (e.g., ultrasonic transducer, etc.), mechanical drive fea 
tures (e.g., gears, motors, etc.), etc. However, in the present 
example, handpiece (1000) does not include user input fea 
tures that are operable to activate drive features in handpiece 
(1000). Instead, those drive features are provided by the shaft 
assemblies that are coupled with handpiece (1000). This may 
avoid the prospect of having unused control features on hand 
piece (1000) and may promote acceptance of shaft assemblies 
that have user input features that are not yet contemplated. 
0095 FIG. 15 shows one merely exemplary shaft assem 
bly (1100) that may be removably coupled with handpiece 
(1000). Shaft assembly (1100) comprises a control interface 
feature (1102) that is configured for receipt in socket (1006) 
of handpiece (1000). Shaft assembly (1100) also includes a 
distally extending shaft (1104) and an optional knob (1105) 
that is operable to rotate shaft (1104). An end effector (not 
shown) at the distal end of shaft (1104) may include numer 
ous components, including but not limited to a stapling 
assembly, an ultrasonic blade, RF electrodes, etc. Compo 
nents of the end effector may be driven by the drive features 
within handpiece (1000), with the electrical/acoustic/me 
chanical/etc. actuation being communicated through socket 
(1006), control interface feature (1102), and shaft (1104). 
0096 Shaft assembly (1100) of this example also includes 
a first activation button (1106) and a second activation button 
(1008). Activation buttons (1106, 1108) are positioned for 
engagement by fingers of the same hand that grasps pistol grip 
(1004). Activation buttons (1106, 1108) are operable to selec 
tively activate drive features in handpiece (1000). By way of 
example only, activation button (1106) may activate hand 
piece (1000) to drive an ultrasonic blade at the distal end of 
shaft (1104) at a high power level; while activation button 
(1108) may activate handpiece to drive the same ultrasonic 
blade at a low power level. Other suitable responses that may 
be triggered by activation buttons (1106, 1108) will be appar 
ent to those of ordinary skill in the art in view of the teachings 
herein. 

0097 FIG. 16 shows another exemplary shaft assembly 
(1200) that may be removably coupled with handpiece 
(1000). Shaft assembly (1200) comprises a control interface 
feature (1202) that is configured for receipt in socket (1006) 
of handpiece (1000). Shaft assembly (1200) also includes a 
distally extending shaft (1204) and an optional knob (1205) 
that is operable to rotate shaft (1204). An end effector (not 
shown) at the distal end of shaft (1204) may include numer 
ous components, including but not limited to a stapling 
assembly, an ultrasonic blade, RF electrodes, etc. Compo 
nents of the end effector may be driven by the drive features 
within handpiece (1000), with the electrical/acoustic/me 
chanical/etc. actuation being communicated through socket 
(1006), control interface feature (1202), and shaft (1204). 
0098 Shaft assembly (1200) of this example also includes 
a control dial (1206) that is rotatable about an axis (A). 
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Control dial (1206) is positioned for engagement by fingers of 
the same hand that grasps pistol grip (1004). Control dial 
(1206) is operable to selectively activate drive features in 
handpiece (1000). By way of example only, shaft (1204) may 
include an articulation section that is operable to selectively 
deflect the end effector laterally away from the longitudinal 
axis of shaft (1204). Handpiece (1000) may include a drive 
feature that is operable to drive such articulation in response 
to rotation of control dial (1206). Other suitable responses 
that may be triggered by control dial (1206) will be apparent 
to those of ordinary skill in the art in view of the teachings 
herein. 

(0099 FIG. 17 shows another exemplary shaft assembly 
(1300) that may be removably coupled with handpiece 
(1000). Shaft assembly (1300) comprises a control interface 
feature (1302) that is configured for receipt in socket (1006) 
of handpiece (1000). Shaft assembly (1300) also includes a 
distally extending shaft (1304) and an optional knob (1305) 
that is operable to rotate shaft (1304). An end effector (not 
shown) at the distal end of shaft (1304) may include numer 
ous components, including but not limited to a stapling 
assembly, an ultrasonic blade, RF electrodes, etc. Compo 
nents of the end effector may be driven by the drive features 
within handpiece (1000), with the electrical/acoustic/me 
chanical/etc. actuation being communicated through socket 
(1006), control interface feature (1302), and shaft (1304). 
0100 Shaft assembly (1300) of this example also includes 
a pivoting trigger (1306) and an activation button (1308). 
Trigger (1306) and button (1308) are operable to selectively 
activate drive features in handpiece (1000). By way of 
example only, the end effector at the distal end of shaft (1304) 
may include clamping jaws and RF electrodes that are oper 
able to apply bipolar RF energy to tissue clamped between the 
jaws. In some such versions, trigger (1306) may activate 
handpiece (1000) to drive the jaws to a closed position; while 
button (1308) may activate handpiece (1000) to provide RF 
energy to the electrodes of the jaws. Other suitable responses 
that may be triggered by trigger (1306) and activation button 
(1308) will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art in 
view of the teachings herein. 
0101 FIG. 18 shows another exemplary handpiece (1400) 
that is configured to couple with various exemplary shaft 
assemblies, including but not limited to shaft assemblies 
(1500, 1600) described below. Handpiece (1400) includes a 
housing (1402) that defines a pistol grip (1404) and a shaft 
socket (1406). While a pistol grip (1404) is provided by 
handpiece (1400) in this example, it should be understood 
that any other suitable kind of grip may be provided. Shaft 
Socket (1406) is configured to receive a complementary con 
trol interface feature of a shaft assembly. Handpiece (1400) 
also includes various drive features that are operable to drive 
a shaft assembly via shaft socket (1406), such as electrical 
drive features (e.g., wires, battery, etc.), ultrasonic drive fea 
tures (e.g., ultrasonic transducer, etc.), mechanical drive fea 
tures (e.g., gears, motors, etc.), etc. In addition, handpiece 
(1400) includes a first activation button (1408) and a second 
activation button (1410), each of which are operable to selec 
tively activate corresponding drive features in handpiece 
(1400). Handpiece (1400) of this example also includes a 
control Zone (1420) associated with control inputs of attached 
shaft assemblies. Providing Such a consistent location for 
control inputs of an attached shaft assembly may make opera 
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tion of the instrument more intuitive and familiar for an opera 
tor. Of course, the designation of a control Zone (1420) is 
merely optional. 
0102 FIG. 19 shows one merely exemplary shaft assem 
bly (1500) that may be removably coupled with handpiece 
(1400). Shaft assembly (1500) comprises a control interface 
feature (1502) that is configured for receipt in socket (1406) 
of handpiece (1000). Shaft assembly (1500) also includes a 
distally extending shaft (1504) and an optional knob (1505) 
that is operable to rotate shaft (1504). An end effector (not 
shown) at the distal end of shaft (1504) may include numer 
ous components, including but not limited to a stapling 
assembly, an ultrasonic blade, RF electrodes, etc. Compo 
nents of the end effector may be driven by the drive features 
within handpiece (1400), with the electrical/acoustic/me 
chanical/etc. actuation being communicated through socket 
(1406), control interface feature (1502), and shaft (1504). 
0103) In the present example, shaft (1504) also includes an 
articulation section that is operable to selectively deflect the 
end effector laterally away from the longitudinal axis of shaft 
(1504). This articulation is controlled by a ring (1506) of shaft 
assembly (1500). Ring (1506) includes a first laterally 
extending paddle (1508) and a second laterally extending 
paddle (1510). Ring (1506) is rotatable about the longitudinal 
axis of shaft (1504) to activate articulation. In particular, 
when ring (1506) is rotated in a first angular direction about 
the longitudinal axis of shaft (1504) (e.g. clockwise), a drive 
feature in handpiece (1400) drives the end effector to deflect 
in a first lateral direction away from the longitudinal axis of 
shaft (1504) (e.g., to the right). When ring (1506) is rotated in 
the opposite angular direction about the longitudinal axis of 
shaft (1504)(e.g., counterclockwise), a drive feature in hand 
piece (1400) drives the end effector to deflect in a second 
lateral direction away from the longitudinal axis of shaft 
(1504)(e.g., to the left). Paddles (1508, 1510) are positioned 
at control Zone (1420). Such that the operator may use paddles 
(1508, 1510) to rotate ring (1506) using the same hand that 
grasps pistol grip (1404). Other suitable responses that may 
be triggered by ring (1506) will be apparent to those of ordi 
nary skill in the art in view of the teachings herein. 
0104 FIG. 20 shows another merely exemplary shaft 
assembly (1600) that may be removably coupled with hand 
piece (1400). Shaft assembly (1600) comprises a control 
interface feature (1602) that is configured for receipt in socket 
(1406) of handpiece (1000). Shaft assembly (1600) also 
includes a distally extending shaft (1604) and an optional 
knob (1605) that is operable to rotate shaft (1604). An end 
effector (not shown) at the distal end of shaft (1604) may 
include numerous components, including but not limited to a 
Stapling assembly, an ultrasonic blade, RF electrodes, etc. 
Components of the end effector may be driven by the drive 
features within handpiece (1400), with the electrical/acous 
tic/mechanical/etc. actuation being communicated through 
socket (1406), control interface feature (1602), and shaft 
(1604). 
0105. In the present example, shaft (1604) also includes an 
articulation section that is operable to selectively deflect the 
end effector laterally away from the longitudinal axis of shaft 
(1604). This articulation is controlled by buttons (1608, 1610) 
of shaft assembly (1610). Buttons (1608, 1610) are posi 
tioned at the free ends of opposing arms (1609), which are 
secured to a ring (1606). In the present example, ring (1606) 
is not rotatable, though it should be understood that ring 
(1606) may be rotatable in other versions to provide another 
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form of user input to drive the end effector, etc. Buttons 
(1608, 1610) are configured to be pressed inwardly and are 
positioned at control Zone (1420), such that the operator may 
press buttons (1608, 1610) using the same hand that grasps 
pistol grip (1404). When button (1608) is pressed, a drive 
feature in handpiece a drive feature in handpiece (1400) 
drives the end effector to deflect in a first lateral direction 
away from the longitudinal axis of shaft (1504) (e.g., to the 
left). When button (1610) is pressed, a drive feature in hand 
piece a drive feature in handpiece (1400) drives the end effec 
tor to deflect in a second lateral direction away from the 
longitudinal axis of shaft (1504) (e.g., to the right). In some 
other versions, both buttons (1608, 1610) at the end of one 
arm (1609) are operable to cause end effector articulation in 
the first lateral direction; while buttons (1608, 1610) at the 
end of the other arm (1609) are operable to cause end effector 
articulation in the second lateral direction. Other suitable 
responses that may be triggered by buttons (1608, 1610) will 
be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art in view of the 
teachings herein. 
0106 FIG. 21 shows yet another exemplary handpiece 
(1700) that is configured to couple with various exemplary 
shaft assemblies, including but not limited to shaft assemblies 
(1800, 1900, 2000) described below. Handpiece (1700) 
includes a housing (1702) that defines a pistol grip (1704) and 
a shaft socket (1706). While a pistol grip (1704) is provided 
by handpiece (1700) in this example, it should be understood 
that any other suitable kind of grip may be provided. Shaft 
socket (1706) is configured to receive a complementary con 
trol interface feature of a shaft assembly. Handpiece (1700) 
also includes various drive features that are operable to drive 
a shaft assembly via shaft socket (1706), such as electrical 
drive features (e.g., wires, battery, etc.), ultrasonic drive fea 
tures (e.g., ultrasonic transducer, etc.), mechanical drive fea 
tures (e.g., gears, motors, etc.), etc. In addition, handpiece 
(1700) includes a first activation button (1708) and a second 
activation button (1710), each of which are operable to selec 
tively activate corresponding drive features in handpiece 
(1700). Handpiece (1400) of this example also includes a 
control Zone (1720) associated with control inputs of attached 
shaft assemblies. Providing Such a consistent location for 
control inputs of an attached shaft assembly may make opera 
tion of the instrument more intuitive and familiar for an opera 
tor. Of course, the designation of a control Zone (1720) is 
merely optional. 
0107 FIG. 22 shows one merely exemplary shaft assem 
bly (1800) coupled with handpiece (1700). Shaft assembly 
(1800) comprises a control interface feature (not shown) that 
is disposed in socket (1706) of handpiece (1700). Shaft 
assembly (1800) also includes a distally extending shaft 
(1804) and an optional knob (1805) that is operable to rotate 
shaft (1804). An end effector (not shown) at the distal end of 
shaft (1804) may include numerous components, including 
but not limited to a stapling assembly, an ultrasonic blade, RF 
electrodes, etc. Components of the end effector may be driven 
by the drive features within handpiece (1700), with the elec 
trical/acoustic/mechanical/etc. actuation being communi 
cated through socket (1706), the control interface feature of 
shaft assembly (1800), and shaft (1804). 
0.108 Shaft assembly (1800) of this example also includes 
a pivoting trigger (1806). Trigger (1806) is operable to selec 
tively activate a drive feature in handpiece (1700). By way of 
example only, the end effector at the distal end of shaft (1804) 
may include clamping jaws and RF electrodes that are oper 
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able to apply bipolar RF energy to tissue clamped between the 
jaws. In some such versions, trigger (1806) may activate 
handpiece (1700) to drive the jaws to a closed position; while 
one or both of buttons (1708, 1710) may activate handpiece 
(1700) to provide RF energy to the electrodes of the jaws. 
Trigger (1806) is positioned at control Zone (1720), such that 
the operator may pivot trigger (1806) using the same hand that 
grasps pistol grip (1704). Other suitable responses that may 
be triggered by trigger (1806) will be apparent to those of 
ordinary skill in the art in view of the teachings herein. 
0109 FIG. 23 shows another merely exemplary shaft 
assembly (1900) coupled with handpiece (1700). Shaft 
assembly (1900) comprises a control interface feature (not 
shown) that is disposed in socket (1706) of handpiece (1700). 
Shaft assembly (1900) also includes a distally extending shaft 
(1904) and an optional knob (1905) that is operable to rotate 
shaft (1904). An end effector (not shown) at the distal end of 
shaft (1904) may include numerous components, including 
but not limited to a stapling assembly, an ultrasonic blade, RF 
electrodes, etc. Components of the end effector may be driven 
by the drive features within handpiece (1700), with the elec 
trical/acoustic/mechanical/etc. actuation being communi 
cated through socket (1706), the control interface feature of 
shaft assembly (1900), and shaft (1904). 
0110 Shaft assembly (1900) of this example also includes 
a pivoting paddle (1906), which is pivotable about an axis 
(A). Paddle (1906) is operable to selectively activate drive 
features in handpiece (1700). By way of example only, shaft 
(1904) may include an articulation section that is operable to 
selectively deflect the end effector laterally away from the 
longitudinal axis of shaft (1904). Handpiece (1700) may 
include a drive feature that is operable to drive such articula 
tion in response to pivoting of paddle (1906). Paddle (1906) is 
positioned at control Zone (1720), such that the operator may 
pivot paddle (1906) using the same hand that grasps pistol 
grip (1704). Other suitable responses that may be triggered by 
paddle (1906) will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the 
art in view of the teachings herein. 
0111 FIG. 24 shows another merely exemplary shaft 
assembly (2000) coupled with handpiece (1700). Shaft 
assembly (2000) comprises a control interface feature (not 
shown) that is disposed in socket (1706) of handpiece (1700). 
Shaft assembly (2000) also includes a distally extending shaft 
(2004) and an optional knob (2005) that is operable to rotate 
shaft (2004). An end effector (not shown) at the distal end of 
shaft (2004) may include numerous components, including 
but not limited to a stapling assembly, an ultrasonic blade, RF 
electrodes, etc. Components of the end effector may be driven 
by the drive features within handpiece (1700), with the elec 
trical/acoustic/mechanical/etc. actuation being communi 
cated through socket (1706), the control interface feature of 
shaft assembly (2000), and shaft (2004). Shaft assembly 
(2000) of this example also includes an activation button 
(2006) located at a proximal end of an arm (2008). Button 
(2006) is operable to activate a drive feature in handpiece to 
selectively drive an element in the end effector at the distal 
end of shaft (2004). Various suitable responses that may be 
triggered by button (2006) will be apparent to those of ordi 
nary skill in the art in view of the teachings herein. It should 
also be understood that button (2006) is positioned just proxi 
mal to control Zone (1720) in this example, such that the 
operator may press button (2006) using the same hand that 
grasps pistol grip (1704). 
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V. Miscellaneous 

0112. In any of the examples described herein, it should be 
understood that a footswitch may be used to selectively acti 
vate one or more features of the Surgical instrument. By way 
of example only, such a footSwitch may be directly coupled 
with generator (60). A footswitch may enable the operator to 
selectively activate one or more features of the Surgical instru 
ment simply by actuating the footSwitch. In addition or in the 
alternative, the operator may need to actuate one or more user 
input features on the Surgical instrument and actuate a foot 
Switch simultaneously in order to selectively activate one or 
more features of the Surgical instrument. Various other Suit 
able ways in which a footswitch may be incorporated with the 
teachings herein will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in 
the art. 
0113. It should be understood that any of the versions of 
Surgical instruments described herein may include various 
other features in addition to or in lieu of those described 
above. By way of example only, any of the devices herein may 
also include one or more of the various features disclosed in 
any of the various references that are incorporated by refer 
ence herein. It should also be understood that the teachings 
herein may be readily applied to any of the instruments 
described in any of the references cited herein, such that the 
teachings herein may be readily combined with the teachings 
of any of the references cited herein in numerous ways. Other 
types of instruments into which the teachings herein may be 
incorporated will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the 
art. 

0114. Similarly, it should be understood that any one or 
more of the teachings, expressions, embodiments, examples, 
etc. described herein may be combined with any one or more 
of the other teachings, expressions, embodiments, examples, 
etc. that are described herein. The above-described teachings, 
expressions, embodiments, examples, etc. should therefore 
not be viewed in isolation relative to each other. Various 
Suitable ways in which the teachings herein may be combined 
will be readily apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art in 
view of the teachings herein. Such modifications and varia 
tions are intended to be included within the scope of the 
claims. 
0.115. It should also be understood that any patent, publi 
cation, or other disclosure material, in whole or in part, that is 
said to be incorporated by reference herein is incorporated 
herein only to the extent that the incorporated material does 
not conflict with existing definitions, statements, or other 
disclosure material set forth in this disclosure. As such, and to 
the extent necessary, the disclosure as explicitly set forth 
herein Supersedes any conflicting material incorporated 
herein by reference. Any material, or portion thereof, that is 
said to be incorporated by reference herein, but which con 
flicts with existing definitions, statements, or other disclosure 
material set forth herein will only be incorporated to the 
extent that no conflict arises between that incorporated mate 
rial and the existing disclosure material. 
0116 Versions of the devices described above may have 
application in conventional medical treatments and proce 
dures conducted by a medical professional, as well as appli 
cation in robotic-assisted medical treatments and procedures. 
By way of example only, various teachings herein may be 
readily incorporated into a robotic Surgical system such as the 
DAVINCITM system by Intuitive Surgical, Inc., of Sunnyvale, 
Calif. Similarly, those of ordinary skill in the art will recog 
nize that various teachings herein may be readily combined 
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with various teachings of U.S. Pat. No. 6,783,524, entitled 
“Robotic SurgicalTool with Ultrasound Cauterizing and Cut 
ting Instrument,” published Aug. 31, 2004, the disclosure of 
which is incorporated by reference herein. 
0117 Versions described above may be designed to be 
disposed of after a single use, or they can be designed to be 
used multiple times. Versions may, in either or both cases, be 
reconditioned for reuse after at least one use. Reconditioning 
may include any combination of the steps of disassembly of 
the device, followed by cleaning or replacement of particular 
pieces, and Subsequent reassembly. In particular, some ver 
sions of the device may be disassembled, and any number of 
the particular pieces or parts of the device may be selectively 
replaced or removed in any combination. Upon cleaning and/ 
or replacement of particular parts, some versions of the device 
may be reassembled for Subsequent use either at a recondi 
tioning facility, or by a user immediately prior to a procedure. 
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that reconditioning of 
a device may utilize a variety of techniques for disassembly, 
cleaning/replacement, and reassembly. Use of Such tech 
niques, and the resulting reconditioned device, are all within 
the scope of the present application. 
0118. By way of example only, versions described herein 
may be sterilized before and/or after a procedure. In one 
sterilization technique, the device is placed in a closed and 
sealed container, such as a plastic or TYVEK bag. The con 
tainer and device may then be placed in a field of radiation that 
can penetrate the container, Such as gamma radiation, X-rays, 
or high-energy electrons. The radiation may kill bacteria on 
the device and in the container. The sterilized device may then 
be stored in the sterile container for later use. A device may 
also be sterilized using any other technique known in the art, 
including but not limited to beta orgamma radiation, ethylene 
oxide, or Steam. 
0119 Having shown and described various embodiments 
of the present invention, further adaptations of the methods 
and systems described herein may be accomplished by appro 
priate modifications by one of ordinary skill in the art without 
departing from the scope of the present invention. Several of 
Such potential modifications have been mentioned, and others 
will be apparent to those skilled in the art. For instance, the 
examples, embodiments, geometrics, materials, dimensions, 
ratios, Steps, and the like discussed above are illustrative and 
are not required. Accordingly, the scope of the present inven 
tion should be considered interms of the following claims and 
is understood not to be limited to the details of structure and 
operation shown and described in the specification and draw 
1ngS. 

1. An apparatus comprising: 
(a) an end effector, wherein the end effector includes an 

active feature configured to operate on tissue, wherein 
the active feature comprises one of 
(i) an ultrasonic blade, or 
(ii) at least one electrode operable to apply RF energy to 

tissue; 
(b) a shaft, wherein the shaft has a proximal end and a distal 

end, wherein the end effector is disposed at the distal end 
of the shaft; and 

(c) abody, wherein the shaft extends distally from the body, 
wherein the body comprises: 
(i) a power interface feature configured to receive power 
from at least two different kinds of electrical power 
sources, wherein the at least two different kinds of 
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electrical power sources comprise a cordless battery 
and a corded electrical power source, and 

(ii) a drive feature responsive to electrical power to drive 
the active feature of the end effector, wherein the drive 
feature is configured to receive electrical power from 
the power interface feature such that the drive feature 
is operable to drive the active feature of the end effec 
tor based on electrical power from a power source 
coupled with the power interface feature. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the power interface 
feature comprises a socket, wherein the Socket is configured 
to insertingly receive a portion of at least two different kinds 
of power source housings, wherein the at least two different 
kinds of power source housings comprise a cordless battery 
housing or a corded electrical power Source housing. 

3. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein the socket includes 
one or more electrical contacts, wherein the one or more 
electrical contacts are configured to engage complementary 
electrical contacts of a power source housing inserted in the 
Socket. 

4. The apparatus of claim 2, further comprising a remov 
able guide, wherein the removable guide is configured to 
guide a power source housing into the Socket without the 
power source housing compromising sterility of the exterior 
of the body. 

5. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the body is further 
operable to transmit data via the power interface feature. 

6. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising a corded 
electrical power source configured to couple with the power 
interface feature, wherein the corded electrical power source 
has an AC power input and a DC power output. 

7. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the corded electrical 
power source comprises a rectifier circuit configured to con 
vert AC power into DC power. 

8. The apparatus of claim 7, wherein the rectifier circuit 
comprises a toroid transformer, a diode set, a filtering capaci 
tor, and a decoupling capacitor. 

9. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the DC power output 
is configured to provide a DC power output of approximately 
12 volts at approximately 6 amperes. 

10. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the drive feature is 
configured to operate on DC power. 

11. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the corded electrical 
power source comprises a cable and an adapter, wherein the 
cable is removably coupled with the adapter. 

12. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the power interface 
feature comprises a socket configured to removably receive at 
least a portion of the adapter. 

13. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the adapter includes 
an integral rectifier circuit configured to convert AC power 
into DC power. 

14. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising a hand 
piece grip associated with the body, wherein at least part of 
the handpiece grip is formed by at least part of an electrical 
power source coupled with the power interface feature. 

15. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the power interface 
feature is configured to receive power from a corded electrical 
power source while a battery is coupled with the body. 

16. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the body further 
comprises: 

(i) a handpiece, and 
(ii) a battery integrated into the handpiece. 
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17. A surgical kit, comprising: 
(a) a surgical instrument, wherein the surgical instrument 

comprises: 
(i) a handpiece having a power socket, and 
(ii) a shaft extending distally from the handpiece 

(b) at least two end effectors, wherein each end effector of 
the at least two end effectors is configured to removably 
couple with the shaft assembly, 
wherein the at least two end effectors comprise at least 
two of: 

(i) a surgical stapling assembly, 
(ii) an ultrasonic blade, or 
(iii) an electrosurgical element; 

(c) a battery, wherein the power socket is configured to 
insertingly receive the battery, wherein the end effector 
is configured to operate based on electrical power from 
the battery when the battery is inserted in the power 
socket; and 

(d) a power cable having a first plug and a second plug, 
wherein the power socket is configured to insertingly 
receive the first plug of the power cable, wherein the 
second plug is configured to couple with an external 
power source, wherein the end effector is configured to 
operate based on electrical power communicated 
through the power cable when the first plug is inserted in 
the power socket. 

18. (canceled) 
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19. An apparatus, comprising: 
(a) a handpiece, wherein the handpiece comprises a drive 

feature, wherein the handpiece is configured to remov 
ably receive a plurality of kinds of shaft assemblies, 
wherein the handpiece is configured to removably 
receive at least two different kinds of electrical power 
sources within a socket, wherein the at least two differ 
ent kinds of electrical power sources comprise a cordless 
battery and a corded electrical power source, wherein 
the handpiece comprises a pivotable cover configured to 
selectively cover and uncover the socket; 

(b) a shaft assembly configured to removably couple with 
the handpiece, wherein the shaft assembly has an end 
effector having an active element configured to operate 
on tissue, wherein the drive feature is operable to drive 
the active element; and 

(c) a power source configured to removably couple with the 
handpiece, wherein the power source is configured to 
provide electrical power to drive the active element of 
the end effector of the shaft assembly. 

20. The apparatus of claim 19, wherein the shaft assembly 
comprises a user input feature operable to selectively activate 
the drive feature. 

21. The surgical kit of claim 20, further comprising a guide 
member configured to removably engage the handpiece and 
thereby guide the power source into the handpiece while 
maintaining sterility of the handpiece. 


